Remote sensing analysis reveals habitat, dispersal corridors and expanded distribution for the Critically Endangered Cross River gorilla Gorilla gorilla diehli
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Abstract Habitat loss and fragmentation are among the major threats to wildlife populations in tropical forests. Loss of habitat reduces the carrying capacity of the landscape and fragmentation disrupts biological processes and exposes wildlife populations to the effects of small population size, such as reduction of genetic diversity and increased impact of demographic stochasticity. The Critically Endangered Cross River gorilla Gorilla gorilla diehli is threatened in particular by habitat disturbance because its population is small and it lives in an area where high human population density results in intense exploitation of natural resources. We used remotely-sensed data to assess the extent and distribution of gorilla habitat in the Cross River region and delineated potential dispersal corridors. Our analysis revealed > 8,000 km² of tropical forest in the study region, 2,500 km² of which is in or adjacent to areas occupied by gorillas. We surveyed 12 areas of forest identified as potential gorilla habitat, 10 of which yielded new records of gorillas. The new records expand the known range of the Cross River gorilla by > 50%, and support genetic analyses that suggest greater connectivity of the population than previously assumed. These findings demonstrate that considerable connected forest habitat remains and that the area could potentially support a much larger gorilla population if anthropogenic pressures such as hunting could be reduced.
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Introduction

Loss of forest and hunting throughout much of the tropics is resulting in increasing levels of threat for many wildlife populations. Primates are particularly vulnerable given the reliance of most species on tropical forest habitats, their large body size and slow reproductive rate. Forty-eight percent of primate species are threatened, and all great ape taxa are either Endangered or Critically Endangered (IUCN, 2010). Deforestation, bushmeat hunting, or a combination of the two, have pushed several primate taxa to the verge of extinction (e.g. the silky sifaka Propithecus candidus, Delacour’s langur Trachypithecus delacouri, the roloway monkey Cercopithecus diurna roloway, the eastern black crested gibbon Nomascus nasutus, the Sumatran orang-utan Pongo abelii; Mittermeier et al., 2010) and some may have recently gone extinct (e.g. Miss Waldron’s red colobus Procolobus badius waldrioni; Oates et al., 2000; McGraw, 2005).

Loss and modification of primate habitat from logging, shifting agriculture, harvesting of fuelwood, creation of grazing land and clearance for plantation farming have long been recognized as serious threats to African primate populations (Cowlishaw & Dunbar, 2000; Wilkie & Laporte, 2001; Plumptre et al., 2003). Such activities destroy, degrade and subdivide the habitat that forest primates depend upon. Although some primates have been shown to occur at higher densities in disturbed habitats (Johns & Skorupa, 1987; Plumptre & Reynolds, 1994), unless the intensity of logging or agricultural activities is extremely low (Ancrenaz et al., 2010) such disturbance is likely to have a significantly negative impact on abundance of primates (Chapman et al., 2006).

High intensity forest loss and disturbance is common throughout African primate habitats and has been occurring for decades. High rates of human population growth in combination with the close relationship between human population density and rates of deforestation (Barnes, 1990; Harcourt, 1996; Cowlishaw & Dunbar, 2000) have resulted in substantial losses of African tropical forests. In 1992 it was estimated that Central Africa had lost > 40% of its original closed-canopy tropical moist forest area and West Africa > 88% (Naughton-Treves & Weber, 2001). Between 1990 and 2010, > 60 million ha of forest are estimated...
to have been lost in Africa and several countries (e.g. Democratic Republic of Congo) are estimated to lose 250,000–500,000 ha of forest annually (FAO, 2010). The forest that remains is becoming increasingly fragmented, reducing available habitat area and subdividing primate populations. More than 65% of forest fragments in Africa where primates are found have an area of < 1 km², far too small to support viable populations in the long term (Harcourt & Doherty, 2005).

The Cross River gorilla Gorilla gorilla diehli, endemic to the southern Nigeria–Cameroon border region, is categorized as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red List (Oates et al., 2008). There are probably < 300 individuals of this subspecies, living in c. 11 hill areas across a landscape with varying degrees of fragmentation (Oates et al., 2007). This fragmentation is exacerbated by hunting, which also appears to limit movement of gorillas between localities, a phenomenon observed in other large mammal taxa (Pattanivibool & Dearden, 2002). Although these gorillas are now concentrated in hill areas, in the early 20th century the subspecies occurred in at least some of the lowland areas between the current known localities (Mansfield, 1908) and there have been occasional reports of gorillas in lowland areas in recent years (Fay, 1987; Bucknell & Groves, 2002; Imong & Dunn, 2005). Efforts to conserve Cross River gorillas have been hampered by a limited knowledge of the distribution of forest throughout the subspecies’ range, the extent of habitat fragmentation, and of the patterns of movement of the gorillas across the landscape.

We used remotely-sensed data to analyze land cover throughout the range of the Cross River gorilla. We created a map of land cover for the Cross River region, analyzed the distribution of habitat types relative to known gorilla localities and identified potential habitat linkages and corridors between localities of the Cross River gorilla. The land-cover analysis, in combination with other geographical data, was used to create a model of suitable gorilla habitat. Subsequent field surveys in these areas identified a number of new locality records for the Cross River gorilla, expanding our knowledge of their known range. These new data confirm that the gorillas use many putative habitat corridors and suggest that the size of the population may be larger than current estimates and that the landscape could potentially support a larger gorilla population than previously thought.

**Methods**

**Land-cover classification**

We used Landsat 7 imagery (Worldwide Reference System path 187, row 056, 1 January 2003), acquired from GLCF (2010), to create a land-cover classification of the Cross River gorilla’s habitat. Spectral data from bands 2–5 and 7 of the Landsat image were used for the analysis (Boyd & Duane, 2001; Slayback, 2003). Land-cover classification was conducted using a supervised classification approach with maximum likelihood decision rules implemented in IMAGINE v. 8.6 (Leica Geosystems, Heerbrugg, Switzerland). The land-cover analysis followed an iterative process, alternately classifying the image and making adjustments to the training signatures until a final land-cover classification was produced. We recognized seven land-cover categories: lowland forest, ridge forest, submontane/montane forest, grassland/low vegetation, farmland/disturbed forest, human settlement/bare earth and water, following land-cover classes defined by Sunderland et al. (2003). The classification was smoothed using a sieve filter with which isolated clusters of pixels (< 5) were reclassified to the value of the majority of surrounding pixels. The Bechati–Lebialem highlands (south-east of the majority of the gorillas’ range) were excluded, as gorillas had not been documented there at the time of our analysis.

The accuracy of the resulting land-cover classification was assessed using a set of 449 ground control points collected...
with a global positioning system (GPS; Bergl & Vigilant, 2007; Bergl et al., 2008). All control points were collected within 18 months of the date the Landsat image was acquired, minimizing the chance that land cover had changed significantly between the image capture date and ground-truthing. Control points were not collected in areas of recent forest conversion or at interfaces between two land-cover classes.

**Spatial analysis**

Subsequent analysis was conducted with ArcView v. 3.3 and ArcGIS v. 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, USA). Protected area boundaries, village locations and international boundaries were taken from existing geographical information system (GIS) data (Bucknell & Groves, 2002; Slayback, 2003; Oates et al., 2004) and manually collected GPS points. Roads and rivers were manually digitized from the 2003 Landsat image and 1:200,000 scale paper maps of the area. Topographical data were taken from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission Digital Elevation Model (SRTM DEM; USGS, 2004).

The approximate range of the Cross River gorilla was determined using all available contemporary confirmed reports of gorillas or gorilla signs (as of June 2005) from published accounts and unpublished reports (Oates et al., 2003, 2004; Sunderland-Groves et al., 2003; Imong & Dunn, 2005) and GPS points collected in the field by RAB, JSG and other investigators (K. McFarland, pers. comm.; C. Ransom, pers. comm.). We estimated the current range of the gorillas by applying a 1.5-km buffer to these known points, then manually edited the resultant polygons to exclude areas where gorillas are known to be absent (e.g. villages) and to include contiguous forested hill areas.

We took two complementary approaches to identifying potential corridors and habitat linkages between Cross River gorilla localities (i.e. landscape features that, in addition to providing connectivity between two patches of habitat, could potentially support a resident population; Bolger et al., 2001).

Firstly, visual inspection of the land-cover classification, satellite imagery and knowledge of the area was used to draw polygons around areas that appeared to provide conduits for the migration of gorillas. This approach allows the identification of large areas and can accommodate potential inaccuracies in the land-cover classification. Secondly, we created a habitat suitability model to determine the optimal pathways between gorilla localities. This more objective and quantitative approach is often better at revealing important areas of connectivity (Gustafson & Gardner, 1996; Wikramanayake et al., 2004) but can also be affected by small errors in the land-cover classification.

Cross River gorillas concentrate almost all their activities in forested, steep, hilly areas, where hunting pressure is lower, and only occasionally use grasslands, farmland,
human settlement and other areas, where hunting is intense (Oates et al., 2007). We therefore used four variables to estimate habitat suitability for gorillas across the landscape: land cover, elevation, slope and distance from farmland. Distance from farmland was used as a proxy measure for the degree of human disturbance, as precise data on hunting and other activities are not available. Elevation and slope were derived from the SRTM DEM data set. These variables were selected based on the assumption that gorillas will preferentially use forested, steep, hilly areas that are as far as possible from human influence (Kühl et al., 2009).

To create the habitat suitability model we assigned suitability scores to raster layers in ArcView, on a pixel by pixel basis, for each variable according to the gorillas’ known habitat preferences (Table 1). To control for disproportionately low habitat suitability where levels of human activity are high, we assigned habitat suitability scores in a non-linear fashion in areas where land cover was heavily modified by humans (Larkin et al., 2004; Wikramanayake et al., 2004). Although somewhat subjective in nature, such an approach allows for more biologically realistic costing of grid cells than simple equal-interval ranked values (Schadt et al., 2002; Larkin et al., 2004). The raster layers containing the scores for each of the four variables were combined into a single layer representing the habitat suitability model for the entire study area. To determine the areas that represented potential gorilla habitat we calculated the range of composite habitat suitability values that captured the known distribution of the gorillas. We then selected all pixels in the cost surface within this range to identify other areas of potential gorilla habitat.

We used least-cost path analysis to quantify the ease with which gorillas could disperse across the landscape based on the habitat suitability model. Least-cost path analysis allows the selection of the path between two points or that represents the least costly route between the two areas according to a number of variables (Larkin et al., 2004; Rouget et al., 2006). Least-cost paths are calculated using a cost raster, where each pixel of the raster has a value assigned according to the level of impedance represented by that pixel. The least-cost analysis determines the shortest path across the cost raster that accumulates the minimal possible cost. We used the habitat suitability model as a cost raster to calculate least-cost paths between all adjacent gorilla localities that were connected by habitat corridors or linkages; 500-m buffers were then applied to the least-cost paths to identify core corridor areas.

### Field surveys

Following the initial analyses several areas that the habitat model identified as having the characteristics of gorilla habitat were targeted for field surveys. Most of these areas had no previous records of gorillas, although some areas where gorillas had previously been documented were resurveyed in the course of fieldwork. All fieldwork was conducted between January 2004 and December 2008.

In Cameroon a total of seven forest areas were selected based on the habitat suitability model, interviews with local hunters and logistical constraints. In five areas to the north and east of Mone Forest Reserve local hunters were used to guide field teams to areas identified as gorilla habitat, focusing on steep slopes and away from areas of human activity. Data were collected using travel reconnaissance walks where observations of all great ape sign visible from the path walked were recorded (Kühl et al., 2008). Additionally, two highland areas within Mone Forest Reserve were surveyed using guided reconnaissance walks (Kühl et al., 2008). Survey lines for these surveys were created using Distance v. 5.0 (Thomas et al., 2006). During these guided reconnaissance surveys lowland forest adjacent to the highland areas was also searched for gorillas.

In Nigeria five areas of potential gorilla habitat were identified. Three areas in the northern portion of the Okwangwo Division of Cross River National Park were surveyed, as were two forest areas to the north of the Afia Mountain Wildlife Sanctuary. Both guided searches (assisted by local hunters) and sweep surveys (McNeilage et al., 2001) utilizing four to five field teams were used to search for evidence of gorillas. For the sweep surveys the survey area

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land cover</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>Slope (degrees)</th>
<th>Distance from farmland (m)</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montane &amp; submontane forest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,000+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,000+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge forest</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>750–1,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,000–4,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowland forest</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>500–750</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,000–3,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250–500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,000–2,000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0–250</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500–1,000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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was divided into equally-sized sectors using ArcGIS and each team was assigned a specific sector to search. Each team searched their assigned sectors simultaneously using travel reconnaissance walks (Kühl et al., 2008).

In all cases the presence of lobed dung and/or ground nests was used to differentiate gorilla nest sites from chimpanzee nest sites. Both gorilla day and night nests were included as evidence of gorilla presence, but only when lobed dung was associated with the nests. The locations of nest sites and other gorilla evidence were recorded with a GPS. New evidence was combined with existing data to estimate a revised range for the gorillas by applying a 1.5-km buffer to recorded points and connecting occupied, adjacent highlands joined by unbroken forest.

Results

Accuracy assessment

Overall, the land-cover classification was highly accurate, with each of the land-cover classes having 90% or higher accuracy. Misclassification tended to involve either the farmland and disturbed forest class, or the grassland and low vegetation class. Farmland and disturbed forest was erroneously classified as one of the forest types an average of 4% of the time, and thus the classification probably slightly underestimates the extent of agricultural activity.

Land-cover patterns

Significant areas of forest are present throughout the range of the Cross River gorilla (Fig. 2a). Almost 8,000 km² (61%) of the classified area is forest (lowland, ridge, submontane and montane) and c. 2,000 km² of this lies within protected areas or forest reserves, including settled enclaves, and an additional 500 km² lies in known gorilla areas outside any protected area. The most substantial areas of continuous forest are in the centre of the gorillas’ range, primarily within Cross River National Park (Okwangwo Division) and Takamanda National Park. Large areas of forest also exist in Mone Forest Reserve. Of particular note are the large tracts of submontane and montane forest in the Upper Mbulu area, north of Mone Forest Reserve; these represent the largest expanses of highland forest in the study area but are without any protected status. Only 5% of the area within protected areas and forest reserves is non-forest and this is concentrated in the village enclaves of the Cross River and Takamanda National Parks. However, within 5 km of the protected area and forest reserve boundaries is almost 300 km² of farmland or disturbed forest. Farmland and disturbed forest occurs at the greatest densities surrounding the protected areas in Nigeria and between the Takamanda National Park and Mone Forest Reserve in Cameroon.

Habitat fragmentation and linkages

Fragmentation of the gorillas’ habitat is not as pronounced as their apparently disjunct distribution suggests. No gorilla locality exists in a forest patch that is completely isolated from other such patches by non-forest. There are potential movement corridors or habitat linkages between all localities. In the centre of the gorillas’ range there are large habitat linkages between most of the gorilla localities. Extensive highland forest also appears to provide good habitat connectivity between the easternmost localities. Other connections between localities form narrower, more linear corridors, but together the corridors and habitat linkages serve to provide potential conduits for dispersal between the majority of the known gorilla areas.

However, connectivity between gorilla localities is not secure. Afri Mountain in Nigeria is the most westerly and most tenuously connected gorilla locality, with a road and considerable farmland located between it and the nearest gorilla population in the Mbe Mountains to the east. A similar situation exists between Takamanda National Park and Mone Forest Reserve, which are in danger of being isolated from each other by a road and farmland associated with villages. Within the Okwangwo Division of Cross River National Park, expansion of farmland around enclaved villages is constricting forest corridors between the north of the park and central and northern Takamanda.

Habitat suitability model and least-cost paths

The habitat suitability model (Fig. 2b) illustrates how, despite the fact that most of the gorilla areas are connected by continuous habitat, connectivity between these areas is not equal. In particular, incorporating distance from farmland as a proxy for human disturbance shows the potential impact of activities such as hunting on the ease with which gorillas can move through different areas. The fragile linkage of Afri Mountain to the Mbe Mountains is conspicuous, as in the land-cover analysis, and the impact of human disturbance east of Mbe Mountains becomes more pronounced (although riverine forest in this area may have been confused with farmland and disturbed forest). Likewise, movement between Takamanda National Park and Mone Forest Reserve appears more difficult, as does movement into Takamanda from the gorilla locality immediately south of the National Park.

Sixteen least-cost paths were calculated using the habitat suitability model (Table 2). The paths are 3–27.2 km long, with a mean length of 16.8 km. The highest and lowest cost paths were the longest and shortest, respectively, but path length did not always predict relative cost. In areas where substantial forest cover is present the least-cost paths tended to approximate the straight-line path between localities, whereas more complex paths were taken in areas of habitat
disturbance. Paths passed almost entirely through one of the three forest classes, with only a small fraction of path composition consisting of grassland (< 1%). No path crossed through pixels classified as either farmland/disturbed forest or bare earth/human settlement. In some cases (e.g. between Mone Forest Reserve and areas to the north) least-cost analysis selected a path passing adjacent to areas of farmland that would not be likely dispersal routes. These paths were possible because of narrow areas of forest interspersed between the farmland. Overall, because of the apparent underestimation of farmland in the northern portion of the gorillas’ range, estimated paths followed more direct routes than are probably realistic.

Field surveys and gorilla range

We found evidence of gorillas in six of the seven survey areas in Cameroon, substantially extending the range of Cross River gorilla.
the Cross River gorilla within, north and east of Mone Forest Reserve (Fig. 2c). The majority of gorilla signs were found in the northern portion of the Reserve, in areas with steep slopes contiguous to the gorillas’ known range. In this area groups of 1–8 nests were found. North and east of the Reserve most of the nest sites consisted of single nests, except in the area to the north of Mone where nest groups of six individuals were recorded on two separate occasions. In no cases was gorilla evidence detected in lowland areas, nor was any evidence of gorillas found in the central or southern portions of Mone Forest Reserve. A single nest was recorded in a hilly area south-east of the Reserve boundary.

In Nigeria we confirmed the presence of gorillas in four of the five areas surveyed, extending the range of the subspecies in the Cross River region by >50%. The area occupied at known gorilla localities was expanded and several new localities were identified. Many of the new records were in areas previously identified as potential corridor areas.

### Discussion

#### Status of the Cross River gorilla

Our analysis of the land cover of the Cross River region highlights both the challenges and opportunities for conservation across this landscape. The use of Landsat imagery facilitated a more precise measurement of the amount of forest cover and how that forest is distributed than was possible using previously available data (e.g. Iremonger et al., 1997; Laporte et al., 1998; Mayeaux et al., 1999; Hansen et al., 2003). There are large areas of intact forest (>2,500 km²) in the areas immediately surrounding gorilla localities) in Nigeria and Cameroon. Only a relatively small portion of this area (c. 400 km²) is known to be occupied by the Cross River gorilla (Oates et al., 2007). In comparison, Uganda’s Bwindi Impenetrable National Park is similar in size and recorded. No evidence of gorilla presence was found during surveys of the north-western portion of the Park. Overall, evidence of gorillas recorded in the field surveys increased the approximate range of the subspecies in the Cross River region by >50%. The area occupied at known gorilla localities was expanded and several new localities were identified. Many of the new records were in areas previously identified as potential corridor areas.

#### Table 2 Length, cost and percentage land-cover composition of the 16 least-cost paths between gorilla localities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path between</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Cost (scaled to lowest cost value)</th>
<th>Lowland forest (%)</th>
<th>Montane &amp; submontane forest (%)</th>
<th>Ridge forest (%)</th>
<th>Grassland (%)</th>
<th>Farmland (%)</th>
<th>Bare earth &amp; human settlement (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E Takamanda–N Takamanda</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takamanda/Okwangwo–E Mbe Mt</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Takamanda–Upper Mbulu</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Takamanda–E Takamanda</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbe Mt–Takamanda/Okwangwo</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afi Mt–Mbe Mt</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boshi–Takamanda/Okwangwo</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Takamanda–N Mone</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Mbulu–Kagwene</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takamanda/Okwangwo–N Mone</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Takamanda–N Mone</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Mone–Upper Mbulu</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takamanda/Okwangwo–S Mbe Mt</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boshi–N Takamanda</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Mone–Kagwene</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbe Mt–Boshi</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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supports a comparable number of mountain gorillas *Gorilla beringei beringei*. However, the amount of forested habitat surrounding the gorillas’ known range is considerably greater in the Cross River region than in Bwindi, which is almost entirely surrounded by cultivation. Even if only 50% of the existing forest represents usable gorilla habitat it is possible that the Cross River area could support a much larger population.

Such estimates of potential gorilla habitat must be viewed with caution, however, as the habitat requirements of mountain and Cross River gorillas are likely to differ considerably. Only limited knowledge of the Cross River gorilla’s ecology exists (Oates et al., 2003; McFarland, 2007; Sunderland-Groves et al., 2009) and even these data are from sites that may not be typical of the population as a whole. Similarly, detailed data on forest composition and the availability of gorilla food plants, except for Takamanda National Park (Sunderland et al., 2003), are unavailable for most of the areas under consideration. This lack of understanding of the relationship between the gorillas’ ecology and available habitat prevents more precise and sophisticated modelling (Kobler & Adamic, 2000; Anderson et al., 2003) of how much existing forest represents unoccupied habitat as opposed to unsuitable habitat. Despite this deficit of data, approximate estimates based on forest area are not completely unwarranted. Simple habitat models such as we employed have been demonstrated to be predictive of species’ distributions (Alves et al., 2008; Rood & Ganie, 2010) and anecdotal evidence suggests that, at least for fruiting trees exploited by the gorillas, unoccupied lowland areas contain approximately the same abundance of species as areas occupied by gorillas (T. Sunderland, pers. comm.).

Although we remain circumspect about the number of gorillas this landscape can support, the concordance between apparently good gorilla habitat identified from satellite imagery and evidence of gorillas subsequently discovered in these areas was strong. This finding, in combination with recent genetic data demonstrating that the small size of the Cross River gorilla population is a recent phenomenon (probably the result of hunting as opposed to habitat loss; Bergl et al., 2008; Thalmann et al., 2011), suggests that the region could support a considerably larger gorilla population. Given the greater range documented by our surveys it is important for future research to pursue more accurate estimates of gorilla population size in these new areas and throughout the gorilla’s range as a whole.

**Corridors**

The land-cover and corridor analyses, in combination with the results of field surveys, support genetic data (Bergl & Vigilant, 2007) that suggest that movement between gorilla localities does occur. The land-cover analysis also shows that forest in the Cross River region is not as intensely fragmented as habitats for many other threatened species (Schadt et al., 2002; Martinez-Cruz et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2004). All of the known gorilla localities are connected by forest, although sometimes tenuously, to at least one other locality. This relatively high degree of connectivity, in combination with the genetic data, supports the proposition that the majority of Cross River gorillas should be managed as a single population (Oates et al., 2007).

While connectivity is present between the gorilla localities, several of the narrower corridors are in danger of being severed and are in need of immediate attention. The Afi Mountain–Mbe Mountains corridor is only 750 m wide in places and passes through some of the most intensive areas of agriculture in the study region. Likewise, only narrow corridors of forest that pass through large areas of farmland connect Mone Forest Reserve with the Takamanda National Park. If farmland expansion in areas such as these continues, and if human activity in these forests remains high, it is likely that these gorilla localities will become completely isolated from each other.

A further threat to the connectivity of Cross River gorilla localities is the fact that many of the corridors and landscape linkages occur entirely outside any formally protected area. The large highland forest area north of Mone Forest Reserve is, with the exception of the 19 km² Kagwene Gorilla Sanctuary, without any kind of protected status. These large tracts of submontane and montane forest provide important dispersal routes and habitat for Cross River gorillas. These areas are steadily being eroded by small-scale farming around remote, forest-dependent villages and burning of adjacent grassland by pastoralists. The presence of several large lowland valleys and their associated higher levels of agricultural activity present an additional challenge to gorilla dispersal.

Maintaining gorilla habitat and habitat connectivity

If habitat connectivity and associated dispersal are to be maintained throughout the range of the Cross River gorilla, immediate action is needed. Although some of the habitat linkages between gorilla localities are relatively secure because of their remoteness and rugged topography, others may be lost in the near future if changes are not made to current patterns of resource exploitation. Enforcement of existing forestry and wildlife laws in and around corridors...
that already have legal protection should be encouraged and made more effective. The central portion of the gorillas’ range is within the boundaries of two national parks, and therefore legally protected against both logging and conversion for agriculture. However, law enforcement in these areas has been lax (Oates et al., 2007; Wildlife Conservation Society, unpubl. data); not only has encroachment of farmland into protected areas and reserves such as these been significant but high levels of hunting continue. Recent successes in establishing or upgrading protected areas (e.g. Takamanda National Park) suggest the potential for improved governmental support of conservation activities. However, substantial NGO involvement will be necessary in the immediate future to support protected area management until the capacity of, and support from, government institutions has developed sufficiently.

Protection of corridors outside protected areas also poses significant challenges but is essential to limit fragmentation of the gorilla population. Expansion of existing protected areas or creation of new ones together with a network of protected corridors would be one way to ensure continued connectivity. However, recent successes in protected area creation have resulted in reluctance on the part of some government agencies to gazette additional reserves in this region. One option for preserving currently unprotected lands would be through conservation leases or easements (Main et al., 1999; Czech, 2002; Ferraro & Simpson, 2002; Pence et al., 2003; Kiss, 2004b). Such approaches could be particularly effective in preserving corridors, as the area needed for protection will be relatively small (and thus cheaper) than an area large enough to support a resident population of gorillas. This lease-purchase concept could be applied both to corridors outside protected areas and enclaves within them. Targeting core corridors, such as those identified in the least-cost path analysis, could further improve both the effectiveness and cost-efficiency of setting aside land for conservation.

An additional and potentially complementary approach to preserving these corridors is through carbon sequestration-based funding mechanisms, and in particular REDD (Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation). While REDD-based approaches to habitat conservation are relatively new and pose a number of significant challenges (Pollini, 2009; Clements, 2010), they may have the potential to raise significant amounts of money to support conservation initiatives (Ebeling & Yasué, 2008) and examples of functioning projects are beginning to emerge (Wunder et al., 2008; Bond et al., 2009). Feasibility studies for REDD projects are underway at sites occupied by Cross River gorillas in both Nigeria and Cameroon. Other options being considered are the creation of community forests with low-impact logging rights for local communities and set-aside corridor areas. However, care must be taken with all these approaches, and their implementation may be difficult given the potential costs involved and local resistance to the loss of traditional land rights (Noss, 1997; Attwell & Cotterill, 2000; Ite & Adams, 2000; Kiss, 2004a). Despite these challenges, there has been some initial success in protecting forest and increasing local support for gorilla conservation through community-based approaches in Mbe Mountains in Nigeria and through the Gorilla Guardian programme in Cameroon (Nicholas, 2009).

Control of hunting

In addition to preserving habitat corridors, hunting of gorillas (and wildlife in general) must be controlled for dispersal of gorillas between localities to be possible. Hunting appears to contribute to Cross River gorilla population fragmentation as much as habitat loss. Evidence of gorilla presence is rarely observed in lowland areas where human activity levels are high. Thus, if levels of hunting are not reduced the mere presence of habitat corridors will probably not be enough to facilitate movement. As natural resources in lowland areas are depleted by unsustainable hunting and non-timber forest product exploitation, pressure on the more inaccessible highland areas currently occupied by gorillas will increase. Conservation education and enforcement initiatives in both Nigeria and Cameroon have been successful in limiting incidents of gorilla hunting (Oates et al., 2007) but hunting of other species continues almost unabated (Mboh & Warren, 2007). Although hunting and other activities may not target gorillas, human presence in the forest and associated disturbances (gun shots, snares and camps) may be sufficient to limit the gorillas’ movement both within and between highland sites. Intensifying human activity is also likely to increase the exposure of the gorillas to novel pathogens, a documented cause of morbidity and mortality in other ape habitats (Köndgen et al., 2008).

Utility of remote sensing for primate conservation

Although the utility of remotely-sensed data for studies of primate conservation biology has been recognized for > 20 years (Green, 1986) few primate studies, and in particular of African primates, have attempted to utilize such data to their full potential (but see Russon et al., 2001; van Schaik et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2004). In contrast, research and applied conservation work on other taxa has utilized these data effectively in a variety of contexts (e.g. Alves et al., 2008; Buchanan et al., 2008; McDermid et al., 2009). Our analysis demonstrates that valuable insights into habitat availability, fragmentation and corridors are possible with relatively small investments of time and money. By using remotely-sensed data to target field surveys we were able to document more accurately the known range of the Cross River gorilla and corroborate genetic analyses suggesting dispersal through
several corridor areas. Such insights would be either impossible or prohibitively expensive using methodologies such as landscape-wide field surveys and aerial photography. The information gained via remote sensing analysis has had direct utility for research and conservation efforts, and the combined results of the GIS analysis and fieldwork are currently being used to plan ongoing conservation efforts in both Nigeria and Cameroon.

More extensive analyses of remotely-sensed data are possible, especially if more detailed habitat preference or high-resolution environmental data are available. Such data can allow more accurate predictions and identification of potential habitat, as well as long-term monitoring of changes in land cover at a very fine scale. Additionally, studies currently underway will investigate in greater detail potential ecological differences between known and possible gorilla habitat and the efficacy of putative habitat corridors. The findings of such studies will facilitate more robust assessment of the overall potential for the landscape to support a larger gorilla population and the maintenance of connectivity between core areas for the Cross River gorilla.
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